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On December 12, 2002]
Iwas interviewed at the U.S. Naval Base, quantanamo Bay, Cuba. Present during
land United
the interview was Federal Bureau of Tnvesti gation pecial Agen d
I language
The interview was conducted in'
States Secret Service Special Agent
providing
the
translation.
After
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the
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with S
provided the following:
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was being questioned as to his arrest and any connection to)
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I

rigaged hiliinited conversation, stating he would not
_1
swer any questions because he feels he has been mistreated. When asked how he has been mistreated,

Ithe
I replied he felt like an animal having to be moved in chains. It was explained tol
use of the chains was not somethin the interviewers could control, that it was a military policy.
However, it was pointed out to
the interviewers did have his hands removed from the chains
once he was in the interview room.
expressed he does not distinguish the difference
between the interviewers and the nu tary personnel because they all work for the U.S. government.

stated he would be willing to cooperate if conditions in the camp were to improve. When
ould not provide an answer.
Questioned as to what he would like to see improved
did request legal counsel, at which point e interviewers explained that, under his current
conditions, e was not entitled to legal counsel.
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